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'P8rties Gear
Up For
Election
Weis8~'Res~n8as Chairman-
. -
of Student Council
Condemns Akueltey, Sit and Appointees
·~e.."t to kill, we doD'. _ to ......., .... we're ...........
1treBhd· " ~...... 9.
Baruch Receives Grant for
Academy of Finance Program
certificate in fmancial studies."
According to Connelly, the
students are presently 'coming .to
Baruch every Friday .aftemoon for
Fin 2600 which is taught by
Ouistopher A. Hessel, professor of
economics and fiDance. Connelly
*
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Weiss· .main compfaiDts were
directed towaidsAkudtey . Weiss
said "I don't think any of his pro- :~.
ais;es bave beeR f8JfiIIed, n he .... ~:._J
ed that U COIUlciI bas tremeadoas ;:.' .,,-
disrespect for him (Akuettey).",t,;-.. '.•
Weiss criticized Akuettey's baadI- ,j;~
ing of the Yeleminja1'8 funmaisiq ~:;---
effort saying •'Obviously there was ;~:;'
complete disorganization in the::'
program." Evaluating Akuettey's ;-
performance. Weiss said, "he
comes up with these lame -brain
ideas and then never shows at
them."
In response A:lcuettey said, "Tm
personally hurt that someone on
government would say that. "Akue-
ttey said ·'Weiss is rarely around at --------------
the government office, he hasn't
been a major part of our achieve-
ments. I don't see him until Thurs-
day. I manned the tables myself
(Yeleminjara) on numerous occa-
sions. Jeff Weiss never volunteer-
ed to go down to those tables. No
one is perfect, but I'm proud of the
.
because the chairman ofcouncil sits
on the board along with four execu-
tive officers and chairmen of coun-
cil.
Sit said that he called ','three
executive board meetiRgs during
the year" and that be couldn't call
Continued on Pg. 5, Col. 5
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said, "They will receive three col-
lege credits whiclt can be used at
other colleges as well as Baruch."
Hessel said, "Fin 2600 is being
taught to about 130 students in a
large lecture hall. It's hard to have
a one-on-one relationship with the
students in a class this large; but
some students have come up after
the lecture to express their en-
thusiasm." Hessel said he used the
same syllabus for both the high
school and Baruch students, except
that the high school students have
two exams and a flnal, while the
Baruch students have only a
midterm and final. The same text-
book is used for both.
"We had a pilot program last
spring which was very effective,"
said ConDdly, ''the expen$CS .were
covered by The Board of Higher
Education." Connelly said they
wanted the program to continue
because of its~ but they
didn't have.enough Cundina for it.
Continued on Pg. 6, Col. J
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ptOgram in finance that is housed }:::
in five New York City high schools
to prepare students for careers in
the financiaI.services industry. Dur-
iDa sophomore year they (high
school students) are recruited
through an orientation of the pro-
gram. They must fill out an ap-
plication and get a teacher recom-
mendation. "
According to Frankfort, if they
are aa:epted they start taking the
necessary courses in their junior J. c..llIy 01 die KIIooI
year. Frankfort said, "When the 0I 1MIItIk .
courses are completed they are in-
terviewed by someone from the per-
sonnel department and are then
placed at a rum which is ap-
propriate for their skills for 6 ·10
weeks." She said the students get
paid between 53.71-7.00 per hour
for their summer internship.
Frankfort said, "The students
must attend a seminar given by an
executive at the fum once a week.
They are expected to write a paper
to their supervisor. which is later
given to me. The student's perfor-
mance is also evaluated by their
supervisor. It's not just a job, but
it's a learning experience with
responsibilities as well."
Frankfort said, "When they
return to school in senior year they
.must take five components." She
saidODC of the counes wbidlthe
students must take is Principles of
FiMnc:e (Fm 26(0) at Baruch Col-
lege. "When the program is com-
pleted," Frankfort said,' "they
have a separate graduation given by
the Wall Street area and receive a
CENTER*
RIdEn' Abettey. BIP cudJclale for
PI E!lded.
ded by DSSG, and the' establ ish-
ment of unity between the mem-
bers of the two parties in this year's
government as his main accom-
plishments. In reference to the Tu-
toring Committee Akuetteysaid.
"It's a massive program to set up
. from scratch, we wanted to address
the mass academic problems at
Baruch that previous governments
didn't address, we've tutored over
100 people so far. You start it out
and iron out the kinks and try to
perfect it. We eventually want to
meet the Deeds of all .studeats who
need tutoring.' ,
Continued on Page 6, Col. J
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OP-ED
By Tom Laurice"a
Vietnam:
the 'War that
•put us In
our place
.
down upon them. DCJt-OJIIy. M:a1lSe
we lost the war, but bee_" t6ere
are still people who remain opposed
to the war and caDJIOt- respect tkJse
who fought in it. The VietJiam vet
did not come home to ticker-tape
parades, instead be came home to
abandonment. For someone to
travel to a strange land and risk his
life for his country, and come home
with a leg full of shrapnel and find
rejection, is to say the least,
shameful to all those invohed.
Previously, after major ... that
the U.S. was involved ill. people
were all too happy to hire the
veterans; but after Vietnam things
changed. After aD, who wanted to
hire someone who might start hav-
ing violent flashbacks on the job?
In recent years, conclitioM have im-
proved somewhat. People have
finally begun to naIiJr that the
Vietnam vet is not an c.otional
cripple, he just needs a «t d ee.
Vietnam also brought to~
another problem: The 2,400
Americans who are still listed as
missing in action. Our nation has
all but abandoned those thousands
of families who live in constant
anguish, not knowing whether or
not a father, son or brother is alive
or dead. If we put the same
amount of effort into the search for
the MIAs as we do for missing
children, no doubt much anguish
and torture could be ended.
So 10 years later what else is
there to say? Vietnam was a painful
war for America. It brouaht no joy
to those in it, nor for those at
home. The soldier in Vietnam
fought f« the honor or his country
and the person who stayed behind
fOupt for his own pcnoaaI honor•.
The war in Vietnam ended up
evolving into a no-win situatloa,
but the problem t'" it len with usrIIU!t" CWeI'CGelse: ..... - -..~ ......'~ _ .... " '0;.
camps like the one at Buchenwald
from the Nazis, let us not only
celebrate the ultimate triumph of
human concern over political and
ideological differences, but let us
make a commitment to never again ~-----------­
be found guilty of inaction and
silence in the wake of human suf-
fering and injustice, - 1--------------
Let us realize that our silence and
reluctance to act in the wake of
Nazi atrocities some 40 odd years
ago made us all passive supporters
and co-conspirators with the Nazi
agents of oppression. Let, us make
the "bitter memories" a permanent
commitment to a just world. Let us
examine ourselves and our attitude
to human suffering and injustice by
examining our stance of apartheid
in South Africa.
Let us remember the beliefs and
ideologies which fueled the Nazi
reign of terror. When a privileged
few enjoy a privileged existence and
command almost every aspect of
the lives of those whom they
govern. it is too easy for them to
believe that their seemingly
perpetual position at the head of
the social, economic and political
status quo is the product of divine
prophesy. With that conviction, it
is easy for them to structure a legal,
political and economic system and
even practice genocide. to justify
that perceived divine prophesy.
L-_________ -
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ideology in an atmosphere of
global irony. While President
Reagan, in a gesture of cama-
raderie, will choose to observe 40
years of -"peace" and "friendship"
between Germany and the United
States when he visits Europe in
May, he refuses to pay tribute to
the triumph of humanity, true
camaraderie, by visiting a former
Nazi concentration camp. While he
is concerned about four decades of
"friendship;'? he is quick to say tha t
his policy of "constructive engage-
ment" is working in South Africa.
This, in spite of the March 21
massacre and systemic violence,
brutality and genocide perpetrated
upon the black population of South
Africa. It is little wonder that Mr.
Reagan refuses to visit the site of
Nazi violence, .brutality and
genocide 40 years ago!
In the coming weeks and days as
we celebrate the liberation of
Europe and the concentration
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Let us realize that our silence of
Nazi atrocities 40 years ago made us
all passive supporters...
reluctance that made the recent
ceremonies commemorating the
liberation of the Buchenwald con-
centration camp 40 years ago such a
"bitter memory." For the survivors
of Nazi terror, it has been 40 years
of long and bitter memories since
the Buchenwald liberation. But for
the rest of the world, it was only 40
short years 810,. too recent, too
fresh in the mind to forget that
tragic page in the epic journey of
man. Yet, as two, three and four
people die daily in South Africa,
one can not help but wonder if the
world, the human community is
once again turning the other way
and will be found guilty of silence
and inaction. Perhaps the world is
refusing to believe that the situation
in South Africa could mushroom
into crisis proportions.
In the coming weeks, we cele-
brate the liberation of Europe and
the triumph of justice over in-
justice: of humanity over political
<, Let Us Not Forget
........ --'- ........ -... ~ ..,~ -........ '." -.-
By Eustace Francis
.. ..,.. ~_,., *6~ "."". -
Forty years ago, the liberation of
much of Europe from the Nazis
ended one of the bloodiest, most
gruesome chapters in the ongoing
saga of human existence. Never
before in the history of human
society- bad the world seen such
atrocities, such utter disregard for
the sanctity of human life in such a
short period of time. When it
was finally over, some six million
Jews had been killed, mutilated and
subjected to some of the most
bizarre and inhumane experiments
ever.
Today, although the slow and
ghostly human traffic in Nazi con-
centration camps no longer- exists,
the terrible memories do. It is im-
possible for me to even begin to im-
agine what it must have been like to
be a victim of those concentration
camps. However, I cannot help but
wonder why hadn't the world in-
tervened sooner to rid the world of
such a terror. Why, in the face of
such widespread horror, hadn't the
world allowed human concern to
rise above political differences?
It was precisely our inability to
give human concern a chance that
history had to teach us a tragic
lesson. It was that inability and
April 30th is the 10th anniver-
sary of the United States' final
withdrawal from Vietnam. It not
only marks the fall of Saigon, but
also the fall of our nation's then
overblown ego.
Before the war in Vietnam we
were a nation of jingoists. We had
evolved from a country that waited
until the very last moment to enter
both world wars, into a nation that
went into Korea and Vietnam
without provocation. We had the
attitude that we were the defenders
of the world, that without us
everything would fall into ruin. We
thought of ourselves as a giant
superhero, saving the world from
.. evil.
A recent article in the Wall Street
Journal suggested that without our
loss in Vietnam, we could very easi-
ly have been in the place of the
Soviets, invading any country we
felt like. Without the loss we could
have become the aggressors in this
world, imposing our will on others.
Vietnam put us in our place. We
______________________________________________________--t found out that we are not the only
nation on earth, and that we
shouldn't act like it either. Vietnam
did for America what Darwin did
for human beings.
The tragic thing about the after-
math of the war in Vietnmn is the
my name will be mentioned, I feel
that this policy is unfair to the stu-
dent rights in terms of graduation. I
have placed numerous calls to
Dr.Wilson and was referred to Stu-
dent Activities who referred me
back to Dr. Wilson, or the
Registrar. After being in college for
awhile, I am well aware that being
told to speak with an office and
then another are customary pro-
cedures which are never addressed
with students in mind.
I am also aware of the fact that
some years ago August graduates
were mentioned in the Commence-
ment Program. My question is why
not now? I will also look forward
to a reply from the administration.
Sincerely,
Ms. Renay Gerson
registration procedures, crowded,
unreliable elevators, was very effec-
tive. I only hope that the Tickler
will land in the right hands and be
the cause of any necessary changes.
Paulette Thomas
blems highlighted by your center-
fold can be aggressively addressed
by the government of the students.
In areas where Student Govern-
ment cannot directly solve the pro-
blems they must lobby constantly
to the administration of the school
until some progress is made in these
areas.
Another area that is of concern
to us who are seeking election to
government this semester, is the
facilities in the gym and the security·
of the lockers. The showers in the
gym are not in service and such a
simple thing as a shower after a
physical education course eludes
the majority. of students. These
problems are far from being insur-
mountable. Something can and
must be clQI)~~ let us _work .togerher
to be proud of our school. -
Sincerely,
Danville "Tony" Walker
Presidential Candidate (U.S.A.)
To the Editor:
I would like to congratulate you
and your staff on the centerfold
you did concerning some of the
conditions that face both faculty
and students at Baruch College. In
one issue of The Ticker, you have
done more to highlight these pro-
blems than our Day Session Stu-
dent Government has done in one
year. Some of us may not know it
but if the Student Government
wanted to refurbish the student
lounges it is within their financial
capacity to do so. ,
The amount of money expended
on two of the parties already held
this semester would almost be
enough to partially refurbish one
of the lounges. It is not that I
believe that Student Government
should not host parties, but student
funds should be used to obtain
maximum utility for all students in
this school. Many of the other pro-
To the Editor:
The Tickler was exceptionally
well-done. The satirical depiction
of Baruch's unfortunate situations
was in good taste. Using humor to
illustrate such problems as obnox-
ious professors, frustrating
Good Tickler
Elections Politicking
Work at The Ticker
Weare looking for:
• Newswriters
• Photographers
• Typists
• Proofreaders
• Billing Clerks
• Advertising Assistants
Stop by Room 307, Student Center,
Thursday, during Club Hours.
Unfair Policy
To the Editor:
I recently 'have become aware of
the fact that August graduates arf
not listed in ·.the Annual Com-
mencement Programs of the
preceding ceremonies of June 1985.
. I was also informed that this has
been Baruch College policy since
1980 and that my name would ap-
pear in the following year's pro-
gram in June 1986. Since there is no
August convocation, I feel this
policy is unfair to students like
myself. _
I have been at Baruch College for
the past six years as an evening stu-
dent. I feel that if I was not listed in
the college yearbook, and my name
was not mentioned at the gradua-
tion ceremonies, I would under-
stand the college policy. Since I
will be in the college yearbook and
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The Ticker is published seven times a semester. All work with the ex-
ception of t~'pesf'ttin~ and printing is by Baruch or CUNY BA
students. We welcome all contributions and criticism that are typed
and si~ned.We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center. Our
mailin~ address is Box 377.137 East 22nd Street. New York. N.Y.
10010. (212) 725-7620.
On the Student Elections
Prinlillj! h~ Jaf' Kim Prinli~ ('n.. I",' .. oM \\N 22nd Sf~
The months of April and May bring the Day Session Student Govern-
ment elections to Baruch. However, all too often-the elections become a
platform for hyperbole and name calling.
, These type actions are highlighted in this issue of The Ticker, as Jeff
Weiss, the Chairman of the Student Council, resigned and leveled
criticism at Richard Akuettey, this year's Executive Vice-President and
Po Sit, the President. Weiss accused Akuettey and Sit of being inactive
and failing to work with the council, which he termed hardworking.
Akuettey and Sit questioned whether this was the real reason that Weiss
.resigned, because Weiss has been out ill a large part of the semester and
had work to catch up on. The Ticker feels there is enough blame to go
around.
Sit and Akuettey have definitely failed to take an interest in working
with the council this year. Things got so bad that at one point, council
sent a letter to Sit asking him to show up at the council meetings. The
President is not required to be there, but we see no reason why lie should
not take the initiative and be at every meeting, unless -he has urgent
business to tend to. The Vice-President should also attend the meetings
even though he is not required. If the executives don't attend council
meetings regularly and listen to what council has to say, then all students
will suffer.
The timing of Weiss' move raises questions as to what his motives
were. Weiss was ill this semester and he was out for a lengthy time.
However, he stated that he was resigning because of his disgust with
members of the student government executive branch and Akuettey's
decision to run for president. It is apparent that Weiss has not been up
front in his reasons for resigning. In addition, if Weiss felt angry about
the way the executive branch was working, why did he wait until April to
make his stand? It can be possible that Weiss has made some legitimate
charges, but when and how he made them forces us to believe he had
political intentions in making them.
This year's elections will be held on May 6, 7, and 8 and the two par-
ties on the ballot, BIP and USA, both have some outstanding candidates
on the ballot. Baruch students should not fall into the trap of picking the
slate of one whole party. The reality of Baruch student government is
that once the semester begins there are no BIP's or USA's. This year's
council proved that by working together and working hard regardless of
party.
Whatever was achieved this year was a result of people, not parties.
We can only hope that in this election both parties conduct themselves in
a respectful manner and the best people emerge victorious.
'"JPi!!
Resignation
Continued from Front Page
'more •.because our schedules make
it- tough to get together." Sit said,
however, that he is frequently in
touch with his appointed vice pres-
sdents. Sit said that Neil Weiss "is
doing an awards ceremony for the
end of the semester," Robinson "is
working on a free legal service and
tutoring pamphlet. ,. and Kirschner
.. is working on the Yeleminjara
campaign;" Sit said that .. quanti-
tatively they did two or three things
in the year but they were big."
Speaking about the council, Weiss
said "there are 16 out of 18 mem-
bers who worked very hard. The
Finance Committee put in 70 hours
on the budget. " He also praised
the Council for its production of the
DSSG newsletter. Weiss also had
praise for Treasurer Jeff Anderson
and Secretary Helen O'Leary, who
he said "worked hard. to "Council
worked hard and was, a wonderful
group of people. there was no divi-
sion between BIP and USA," said
Weiss. In reference to his criticism
of Sit he said, "He's a member of
my own party and I'm saying this."
Weiss also accused Sit, Akuettey
and the three appointed Vice Presi-
dents of being insincere... It' s
quite obvious that they are using
their positions for their resumes."
said Weiss.
Akuettey said" Why do all the
things I do. Why stay here late at
night till the man (custodian) tells
us to go home. If you want to put it
on your resume you can do it right
after your elected. I didn't have to
do a thing. That inactivity issue I
really take offense to .. , Sit said .. I
don't think I need anything for my
resume. I have one of the best
grade points in the school."
.....
23 St. on 1-3 May
from 10 a.m, - 3 p.m,
26 St. 5th Fl. on 1-2 May
from 4 p.m. - 7p.m,
Deposit of $20 required.
See our representatives at:
Ticker ROOIn 307
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before the Memorial Day weekend,
according to Stanton F. Biddle,
chief librarian.
The four-week period last fall'
ran from Nov. 18th, Dec. 2nd, 9th,
and 16th saw a total of 753 library
users per week, 96.7070 of them
students. This was an average of
188 every Sunday, according to
Biddle.
"It was successful," Biddle said.
Another recommendation will be
made for the fall semester, after the
outcome of the spring trial is
reviewed. "My feeling is it's
popular enough for us to consider
staying open, but not all Sundays,"
Biddle said. He suggested opening
the Sundays during the crucial parts
of the semester. "As you get to
midterms and papers, it gets more
important. " Biddle also noted that
based on the questionnaire
response students wanted the hours
extended on Sundays. This idea was
adopted and this spring the hours
for Sunday will be extended from
4:00 p. m. to 6:00 p. m. It will open.
at 1:00 p.m.
Biddle said the idea of the project
began with the student government.
"Last May the president had a
meeting with student leaders. One
of their recommendations was that
we consider Sunday hours for the
library, so when I came last May,
the president asked me if I thought
it was feasible. I said we'd do it on
an experimental basis, we did that,
and it was successful," said Biddle.
At least one student, however,
would not be happy with the expan-
sion of the library hours. Alan
Levy, a sophomore, said, "I don't
think it should (be open on
Sunday), Sunday is the day of
t "res . By Teddi Scrofani
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beauty contest, and parties.
.
Library Hour
Expansion
The success of the experimental
Sunday Library hours last semester
has prompted a second trial run
scheduled for the last four weeks
By Erie J. Fox
"April 22 - Opening Ceremony -
1-3 p.rn., Faculty Lounge, 155 E.
24th St.
April 23 - Hispanic Humor Day
1-3 p.m., Oak Lounge, Student
Center, 137 E. 22nd St.
Miss Hispanic Week
Contest 5:30-8:00 p.m., Audito- "
rium, 17 Lexington Ave.
Ballet Folklorieo de Equador
- w
"Nuchanchi elacta" (Nuestra
Tierra), 5:30-8:00 p.m., Audito-
rium, 17 Lexington Ave.
April 24 - Food Festival 12:30-
3:30 p.rn., Marble Lounge, Stu-
dent Center, 137 E. 22nd S1.
April 25 - Folklore Dance 1:00-
2:30 p.m., Auditorium, 17 Lex-
ington Ave.
April 26 - Hispanic Week Party
.5:00-10:00 p.m., Oak and Mar-
ble Lounge, Student Center, 137
E. 22nd St.
Rebecca Rolon, president of the
Hispanic Society, explained the
value of Hispanic Week. "Hispanic
Week is an occasion to discover the
values of Hispanic Arts and
cultural values," said Rolon. "It
also creates a closer contact with
the Baruch community as a
whole."
ment information systems. Accord-
ing to U.S. Dept. of Labor sta-
tistics, employments prospects in
all four of these fields are positive.
The Board of Trustees will meet
April 29. at 535 E. 80th St. The new
program is subject to financial
ability.
Free Clinic
at Cahrini
A health fair will be conducted
Wednesday, April 24,at Cabrini
Medical Center.
The fair, which is being jointly
sponsored by Cabrini and Health
Expo, will give screenings for
height and weight" blood pressure,
anemia, and vision.
Participants may also obtain a
blood chemistry analysis, basic lung
function study and be checked for
oral cancer.
The fair is free to the communi-
ty, except for the blood chemistry
analysis, which will carry a $"10.00
fee. The fair will last from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.rn, at Cabrini Medical
Center in the cafeteria on the 16th
floor. Cabrini is located at 227 EaSt
19th St.
Hispanic
Cultural
Expression
Hispanic Week will be celebrated
at Baruch College this year from
April 22-April 26.
Hispanic Week, which is co-
sponsored by the Spanish Club, the
Latin Band Club, the Hispanic
Society and P.R.I.D.E., will
feature food, dance, comedy, a
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Fashion Rings by
Cuomo Gets
Report Card"
Governor Cuomo received .an in-
complete grade on CUNY child
care in his "spring semester" stu-
dent report card.
The report card, the second given
to CU()IIlO, was presented by
Melvin E. Lowe, chairperson of the
City University Student Senate, on
behalf of all CUNY students.
Cuomo received an "A" grade
on the subject of CUNY capital im-
provement, CUNY part-time stu-
dent aid and CUNY tuition.
Cuomo originally received an
"A" grade in CUNY child care,
but it was changed to an "F" when
Cuomo cut $250,000 from the CUNY
child care budget. This was
changed to an incomplete because
there was still two weeks left until
the adoption of the state budget.
"If the Governor changes his
positon on the cuts," said Lowe,
"we will change the grade on his
report card. "
New Major
at Baruch
The CUNY Board of Trustees is
expected to approve a resolution
giving sanction to a program of
Bachelor of Arts in Business Com-
munications at Baruch C911ege.
Students who choose this new
major can concentrate in one of
four areas: graphic communica-
tions, corporate communications,
business journalism, or manage-
April 23, 1985
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We'll even help you close your old account
and make a smooth transition.
If you live in New York, you can't avoid
writing checks and spending lots of money.
But now, at least, you won't have to spend
lots of money writing checks.
" ~ ,.~
There's no minimum opening deposit.
No minimum balance. And no charge on the
first eight checks you write each month: You
get unlimited free use of all Manufacturers
Hanover automatic teller machines, with
access to the NYCE~Mand CIRRUS" systems.
That means you can use over 800 cash
machines at banks all over the New York area,
and thousands more across the, country.
To open your Manufacturers Hanover
Basic Checking account, call 1-800-645·6400. "
We realize
yourpotential.
~ MANUFACTURERS HANOVER
1&1 The Financial Source," Worldwide.
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The more you have to
spend on checldng,
the less you'll have
left to spend.
When you're starting out in New York, you
can't live without a checking account. But it
hasn't been easy to find a checking account
you can live with, either. Banks can tie up
most of your money with hefty minimum
balances, then whittle away at the rest with
considerable monthly charges.
But Manufacturers HanoverTrust's new
BasicChecking" is changing all that.
It's everything you ever wanted in a check-
ing account, for less.
•Ask for full details on service charges
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"Wrapped Around Your Finger," depicts
. the three members moving among lit
candles, and yet to many it is not bori...nB
because of the editing and the camera work
providing a seemingly endless amount of
variation.
Last to speak was McDermott. His
presentation was succinct and received
much reaction from the audieDce intbe
form of gasps and exclamations. He referred
to the turning point in people's lives
created by the Industrial Revolution of the
early 1900's and then compared the video
revolution to that. Professor McDermott
said, uMTV and highly visible technology
of all kinds destroy the imagination of en-
tire people. They are creating highly depen-
dent and disabled people who can't learn
because their imagination is being destroyed
by visual images." The images are more
powerful than the music, which in tum is
powerful already, as history has revealed
from the thousands of people who attended
Woodstock in 1969.
McDermott said that videos are not
meant to be artful, but are used to "sell
records and make bucks at the expense of
your imagination." He emphasized that sex
is creative, wonderful, and spurred by an
imagination, but that videos are endanger-
ing people's chances of enjoying it because
of the powerful images taking them over
ever so slowly, such as visions ofwhips and
chams.
The video boom may -be a passiftl fad,
like the videodisk, but for -DOW it ~ beret
Many questions are stiD heiDI raised about
its implications, and clearly ODe most im-
portant concern regards the. youth of
~- . I of ~...fttomorrow vs, ~~ P9l"'tiI- .•-recoJ,....
industry whose main aim is to sell records.
WHOPPER EXPRESS®
40 East 23m St.
Between Bro8dway & Part Awnue South
Mon.-Fri. 7 am -10 pm, Sat. 7 am - 5 pm
The99t
••,~ ~.-
ture of the music to create tension. Brooks
spoke about the job of the camera, discuss-
ing the effect of a close-up of the shot of the
object or a wide angle and then zoom-in on
the object.
Among some of the videos shown were
Madonna's latest, entitled "Material Girl."
It shows her dancing in a pink dress against
a pink background with jewels on and men
vying for her. Clearly, pink stands out so
much, and the whole video is a take-off of a
scene from an MGM movie with almost
identical camerawork. REO Speedwagon's
latest, uCan't Fiaht This Feelin' " makes
total useof lead siDler Kevin Cr-9nin's face,
using .' a wide angle lens diStortion to
magnify his face. The police's video.
Videos can
stimulate our creativity
Jaeger feels that videos are affecting
society. especially children, because five
or six year olds are watching them. But,
Jaeger feels the heart of the problem lies
with the parents-it is the responsibility of
the parents to use discretion when allowing
their children to view these videos. She also
agreed with Kahn and Brooks that when
one "is visually acute, " videos "can
stimulate our creativity."
The aesthetics of a video come about
from one's creativity. Professor Brooks
showed a series of popular current videos
and explained the various techniques
employed in the making of a video. What
makes us watch them? Why do we like one
more than the other? The answers are
found in a good editor, who will edit or
cut the film to the beat of the music,
creating a sense of smoothness. Or, the
editor will deliberately cut against the struc-
8 P.M.
. very visual as a result of the video boom.
He spoke from the point of view of the
directors' and artists' relationship with the
record company. Kahn explained that the
artist's input regarding the videos is impor-
tant, but stressed that artists often have lit-
tle chance to say anything about them, that
their word is "minimal.n Rather, the com-
panies want a record to sell; so the artists
then have to worry about acting in a video.
To some of them, that is a difficult thing to
do because that is not their primary inten-
tion. Yet at the same time, the directors
often have more problems than the record
J producers because arriving at a concept for
a video is a difficult matter. Kahn said,
"The key to all music videos is that they're
all subjective.. we try to go down the mid-
dle."
Subjectivity was the main thrust of Bar-
bara Jaeger's presentation. She alluded to
an article she wrote called "The Dark Side
of Rock and Roll," which commented
about the implications of music videos in
our society. Her article, now syndicated,
was the impetus for this symposium. Refer-
ring to a scene in Billy Idol's video "White
Wedding" where a woman is seen with a
wedding ring on a bloody hand, she ex-
pressed her distress at the psychological and
degrading effects this depicts about a
woman's femininity. In addition, a child
and even an adult may possibly lose the
ability to distinguish between love and sex
as a result of the increased viewing of some
music videos, for they do express some am-
biguity, according to Jaeger.
- Jaeger also alluded to the artist, Bruce
Springsteen, and his music. She point-
ed out that his music and lyrics are al-
ready of a cinematic quali~l! so tbecrea-
tion of videos for them is "redundant."
6 P.M.
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23rd Street Auditorium
Baruch Hosts Symposium on Music Videos and Their Effect
CULTURE NIGHT
By Mae F. Liu
COME AND
SHARE AT
Music videos have spurred a new and
rapidly developing industry, as evidenced
not only by friends asking each other if
they've seen Madonna's latest video, but
also by the subject of a symposium
presented here at Baruch College. On
Wednesday, March 27, students gathered in
the Walter E. Nallin Recital Hall in the 17
Lexington Avenue building to "discover
the vocabulary of a new form and its im-
plications in society," according to Pro-
fessor Richard J. Viano of the Department
of Music, who served as moderator.
The· panelists at the symposium were Pro-
fessor Virginia Brooks, Department of Film
at Brooklyn College; Barbara Jaeger, pop
music critic, and music journalist from The
Record.. Steve Kahn, ..President ot
Panavideo Corporation; and .Professor
Robert McDermott from the Department
of Philosophy at Baruch College.
Kahn, who is also a producer and direc-
tor of videos, started by giving a brief yet
comprehensive history of the development
of music videos. When radio became "bor-
ing" an idea to increase sales and regenerate
interest evolved. As a result, videos of the
singer, Helen Schneider, were the first to
be played in a record store. "When they
were played, record sales started to in-
crease," said Kahn, who also remarked
that they were probably the one factor that
saved the recording industry, being "a
fabulous art form." Mr. Kahn is primarily
concerned with selling records. "Music
videos are used primarily as a marketing
tool to sell records nowadays; the music
comes first," said Kahn.
Kahn feels that our society has become
If you see
any news,
call The Ticker
at 725-7620
Baruch. But a few students whosbe
spoke to said they find the course
easy and they enjoy reading the
textbook.
Hessel said one advantage the
high school students have over
some Baruch students is their will-
ingness to do a lot of work as op-
posed to those Baruch students
who may not want to but have to
take Fin 2600 as a prerequisite.
Hessel said, "In the pilot program
last spring there were no F's and the
grades averaged from C's to A's.'.'
Hessel said he would be wiDing to
teach the course again.
The following high schools are
part of the Academy of Finance
program: .John Dewey High
School, Brooklyn; Jamaica High
School, Queens; Louis O. Brandeis
High School, Manhattan; Walton
High School, Bronx; and Totten-
ville High School, Staten Island.
According to Frankfort, these high
schools were chosen because the
principals of the schools were sup-
portive and willing to go out of
their way.
The students have interned at
such places as The American Stock
Exchange, Bank of New York,
Paine Webber Inc., Shearson Leh-
maniAmerican Express Inc., and
Standard & Poor's Corp.
Frankfort said, "The program
has been so successful that it is now
being replicated in other cities."
Connelly said students involved
in the program do not have to
enroll at Baruch, but he hopes that
some of them will.
Sloan
Foundation
Frankfort said she hasn't gotten
enough feedback yet from students
about their feelings toward the
Principles of Finance course at
RICH AKUETTEY
Executive Vice President of
Student Government
DANVILLE WALKER
President of
Caribbean Students Association
for The Ticker
Come to Room
.Student307,
Center to write
Your tuition should cover it (tutor-
ing services), it's necessary now but
it shouldn't be permanent. It's tem-
porary till adequate services can be
provided by the school.'
Continued from Front PageAkuettey emphasized the strength
of his party by saying that BIP was Frankfort, who designed and im-
founded partly because student plemented the program, said she
government "should reflect the had enough money to get the pro-
needs of all different groups." He gram started but had a limited
feels that BIP is strong because it budget for the collegiate compo-
"is not overwhelmingly from one nent. However, the Alfred E. Sloan
organization. The goal of student Foundation, a full sponsor of the
government is to meet the needs of Academy of Finance, decided to
all students. We've tried to reach support the collegiate component
out to all students." Akuettey feels of the program by donating
that his party represents a broad $100,000 to Baruch.
spectrum of diverse groups. He said Connelly said the money, which
that "each person in my party I in- was received on Dec. 4, 1984, will
terviewed beforehand." . be used for the high school seniors'
Walker talked about his party books and tuition. He said, "The
and said that he has dealt with money was put into the Research
several of the people who are run- Foundation at Baruch and is
ning with him on USA. Citing Jef- enough for two years." .
frey Anderson, candidate for According ~o Frankfort, In ~he
executive vice president, Walker future there WIll be a four year high
said "They are students who are school of finance and economics
sincerely concerned with the prob- which will be located in Manhattan.
lems that face the everyday stud- Frankfort .said there will be.a str<?ng
ent. I found them efficient and ef- partnership between this high
fective." Anderson also said that school and Baruch College, where
many of the people HIP tried to the students of this high school will
recruit for their party were running go directly to Baruch. Frankfort
for USA. Anderson named Pang, said, "Baruch will play an impor-
Mendez, Nelson Rivera, USA can- tant role in designing the high
didate for Treasurer, Kerry Ben- school program. The students will
son candidate for upper council have advanced credits which they
and' himself as people who Po Sit will carry over to Baruch."
approached to run on BIP. The Academy of Finance was
:---------------,started in January 1983 by Sanford
I. .Weill, Chairman of Shearson/
American Express and was then put
into action by Frankfort. The pro-
gram was brought into Baruch last
spring with the help of Paul
LeClerc, provost and vice-president
for academic affairs, and Connelly.
Da~ Tony Walker, USA ca...date
for president.
help it. .. He also said that" the
Career Placement Center received
cutbacks," and that he wanted "to
see if we could help."
Walker and USA's main issues
are the general conditions of the
school, the continuation of legal
services, and reevaluation of -the
tutorial program started by DSSG.
Walker emphasized the poor condi-
tion of the school's facilities as a
major problem.. 'The student loun-
ges are in total disrepair, the water
coolers don't work in 23rd Street,
the conditions of the bathrooms are
awful, you can't take a shower after
using the gym" and . 'the lockers
are insecure," said Walker. "The
cafeterias were closed so long and
no information was passed in to
students as to why they couldn't be
used to study in. Student govern-
ment has the funds to refurbish the
lounges," said Walker.
Concerning the Tutoring Com-
mittee, Walker said that he would
reevaluate the program because "it
is being funded bv Student Activity
Fees. "We must decide," said
Walker. Hif this idea is correct.
BIP
Presidential
\
Candidate
USA
Presidential
Candidate
COME AND HEAR THE ISSUES AS
THE CANDIDATES FOR DAY SESSION STUDENT
GOVERNMENT DEBATE
Elections
Continued from Front Page
Walker has never served in
DSSG, but said that he has done
many things that show his compe-
tence as an executive. "I've been
president of the Carribean Stud-'
ents Association this year and most
of the ~uidelines that govern our
club govern OSSG," said Walker,
who -added "we've put on a num-
ber of events and we have the larg-
est budget of any non-academic
club. " Walker stated that "We
made the student council aware
that we can administer the bud-
get. " Walker feels that this shows
the council has respect for him and
his club.
Walker also mentioned his work
in helping to organize Black His-
tory Month, and his service on the
Auxilliary Enterprises Board,which
is involved in the search for a new
vendor for the cafeteria, and his
being one of the four members on
the Tutoring Committee, organized
by DSSG, as some of his accorn-
plishrnents.
Although he has never been on
council Walker doesn't feel that
this should prevent him from doing
a good job as president. "Experi-'
ence on council shouldn't be a qua-
Iification," said Walker, "a stud-
ent who has the drive and determi-
nation and foresight is more quali-
fied to be a member of govern-
ment. .,
In discussing his parties plat-
form. Akuettey focused on several
issues. including the expansion of
tutoring services, the improvement
of security in the school. and the
strengthening of the Career Place-
ment Office. In reference to secur-
ity, Akuettey said, "Security is a
problem. We want to work with the
administration and we would look
at other colleges to see how they
Thursday, April 25
Club Hours
4 North
23rd St.
~.
\
t
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Presented by Day Session Student Government,
African Students Association, Chinese Students
ASSOCIation, Hispanic Students Association, Carib-
bean Students Association.
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Get Ready
BARUCH COLLEGE
judged by Po Sit, president of Day Session
Student Government, Debra B. Bick, assis-
tant director of Student Activities and Stu-
dent Center, and Vanessa Binnom, the
night manager 'of the Office of Student
Activities.
The Talent Show went on for three
hours. There 'was music in between each
act. The winners.were announced at the end
of the show. Each judge announced one
winner and presented them with their prize.
Each judge wrote an analysis of the act
before making their decision.
The third prize winner was Mayella
Pulsa. She sang "The Way We Were,"
without any musical accompaniment. She
was awarded a $50.00 gift certificate to
Macy's by Sit. The second prize was a
$100.00 gift certificate to Macy's and was
awarded to Alfred and Sabrina, a brother
and sister act, by Binnom. Alfred played
the saxophone and Sabrina played the
piano. "Jesus is Love" was the melody
played.
Amy-Mofsenson was the first prize win-
ner and said, "I was very surprised to win
because they (the audience) booed me."
Amy won a $200.00 gift certificate to
Macy's, which was awarded by Bick. Amy
sang "Nothing" from the Broadway
musical A Chorus Line and was accom-
panied on the piano by her father Joel.
Although there were only three winners
recognized that evening, there were plenty
of other talented people on stage. There
··were dancers, singers, comedians, magi-"
a.ns, and pianists performing. There was
eYeft one student. Helen O'Leary. who per-
formed a traditional Irish dance.
This was Donnell Gibson'sfirsttin1efllR-';·
ning the Talent Show, ..He said h~.,enjoYed
.doing it and had no problems putting the
show together.
Time For Talent Show
By Karen Sharkey
Day Session Student Government
and
The Dance Club
presents
SPRING DANCE SHOW
FEATURING
BARUCH'S FINEST DANCERS
* * Be sure not to miss this fabulous show!
"I was very
surprised to win
because they
booed me."
continued to sing even louder.
The Day Session Student Government
and Luxury Productions presented the Spr-
ing Talent Show on Thursday, April 4,
1985. There were 15 acts performed, 14 of
which were in the competition. The acts
lasted from 5 to 15 minutes each. They were.
DATE: Thursday, May 2nd, 6:30-9:00 P.M.
Place: AUDITORIUM, 23rd Street Building
A sign on the auditorium door' read,
"Talent Show, Thursday, 5:30 p.m." At
least that's what it seemed to read. But it
was soon 6:00 p.m.. and although the
auditorium was filled with excited students
the first act had not come out on to the
stage to perform.
There was a O.J.· playing loud disco
music while the anxious audience waited.
Finally at 6:10 p.rn, the lights are turned
down and Donnell Gibson, master of
ceremonies and organizer of the talent
show, approaches the microphone and tries
to quiet down the audience. He apologizes
for the delay and introduces the first act.
A young man named Brett is standing on
the stage with his guitar in hand and starts
to sing so loudly that the people in the audi-
ence were actually covering their ears and
yelling for him to stop singing. They booed
and laughed at him. This didn't bother
Brett though. He laughed right back and
.... .
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C 1985 AmerrcanEx~Travel RMa[~ Services Companv.Inc
Ifyou've been wanting the American can help in a lot of ways as you graduate.
Express" Card for some time, this is some The Card can help you be ready for busi-
time to apply. ness. It's a must for travel to meetings and
Because ifyou're a senior, all you need entertaining. And to entertain yourself,
is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. you can use It to buy a new wardrobe for
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. work or a new stereo.
(And even if you don't have a job right The Card can also help you establish
now, don't worry. This offer is still good for your credit history which can help in
12 months after you graduate.) Why is your future.
American Express making the Card a So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have
little easier for seniors to get? --............ .. . - -----~. a Special Student Application sent
Well, to put it simply, we be- "liMfll¥Yt'l~ to you. Or look for one on campus.
lieve in your future. And this IS A The American Express" Card.
a good time to show it-for we ._'212 U1.0m,· Don't leave school without it....
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CHILDREN OF FAMINE
Photos: Time Magazine
"I can't believe the news today.
I can't just close my eyes and make it go away. · ·
How long, how long must we sing this song?"
-U2
..
Date: April 30 to May 3
Time and location: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 23 81. bldg.
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. at 5th floor, 26 81. bldg.
:. .
..
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BARUCH'S INDEPENDENT PARTY
A NEW BREED OF -LEADERS UNAFRAID
TO CONQUER CHALLENGES•
Vote row B for BIP May 7,8,9
Po Sit Do'" Gu.so.
and
AppoiDtees
and
BARUCH'S INDEPENDENT PARTY
Diu Maio.....o PaaUne Jennett Gnce AIessaIHIro Kirk W-. . Sa_ F__• Moises GrullQII ,... .....
Ricb Akuettey President Paol Baretta Vice President Susan Tam Treasurer
nomas Snritb Milton Lyatlde BnaDO Chavez Arvlnd Gupta Jobn Flscella s.nIa Yilla CareIe DeIAKa
Graduating Seniors
President's Appointees
Lower Council
Upper Council
Board of Directors
, April 23, 1985
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(516) 663-1004
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There are two memorable scenes in the
play. One is the Pernambuco dance and the
other "scene" follows the intermission
when the audience.is invited to sing "Once
In Love With Amy" along with Charley.
The technical staff succeeds in creating a
playful environment with the brightly
painted, storybook type stage settings.
These settings contribute to the general feel-
ing of mischief on stage. The costumes are
well designed and authentic, although there
are occasions when Green has trouble keep-
ing his dress on. The orchestra is good and
does a fine job of providing music, but the
transition from dialogue to song is often
not smooth.
All things considered, with tickets being
$2.50 apiece, Where's Charley? was a show
worth seeing.
is played by actor Craig Cook, a fairly large
man, whose towering size makes
Bracknell's overbearing personality more
effective. The audience showed its approval
for this creative gesture of the director by
applauding loudest for Cook during the
curtain call. .
The play's incredible, witty dialogue is
impressive. John Emmert does a fine job as
Algernon Moncrieff, alias "Ernest," who is
a chief supplier of clever retorts. However.
he is ably matched by Jack Worthing, also
alias "Ernest," played by Patrick Boy-
ington. It is the delivery of their lines which
makes Wilde's words IJIeIl1Orable. Other
members of the cast ar~ Harris Berlinsky,
Mary Gratch, - Miles Mason and John
Arndt, all equally worthy of mention,
Although this acting company is limited
in its resources, it nonetheless provides an
imaginative setting and appropriate
costumes. Indeed. at seven dollars per
ticket, the play is a bargain. It is the perfect-
recipe for comedy - relaxation, and
IauiRcec..--~fUce .-it- to sq. as Pwfcss.oI
Denne also poiDted--out, .''You have to-see a
play to get the full effect."
-------- -- \,,,1<-._ -- "I' -- -- --_
Jltomc: l'hclQ[' _
The Lawyer's Assistant Program
Adelphi Uaiversity
Garden City. LI, NY 11530
(.IIV _
~ ..me --- ------- .-----
Successful
Paralegal Careers
Begin at Adelphi
The Oldest & Largest American Bar
Association-approved program in New York.
• Classes in Garden City, Huntington and
Manhattan.
• 3-Month Day, 6-Month Evening program.
• More than 750 New York-area employers have
hired our graduates.
• Adelphi graduates have found employment in 31
states and in over 145 cities from coast to coast.
• Employment Assistance provided.
• Internship opportunities.
• NYS Guaranteed Student Loans available. A
---------~--------------------------------~-
Free Booklet on Paralegal Careers 6D1lN
•and Jean Cocteau Rep••
Kurz, who had a short part as the strict Pro-
fessor Wilkinson.
Considering that most of the performers
were. semi-professionals at best, the re-
mainder of the cast was adequate and did
a~satisfactory job.
Perhaps due to the fact that there are
many variations of this story line in ex-
istence or that it is not a contemporary
play, it seems to both lag and be pr cdictable
at times. The director, Eleanor B. Ferrar,
and choreographer, Alexis Smith, make an
attempt at livening up the action as mnch as
possible. One of the difficulties faced by the
two must have been the hard task of finding
performers who could .~th sing and act.
Obviously, trade-offs were inevitable: case
in point, Kugler. He has a good voice, but
his acting would not have won him any
Tonys.
According to Professor Constance Ayers
Denne, "One can never experience a play
from reading a review. " After seeing Oscar
Wilde's play, The - Importance of Being
Earnest, one would have to agree with her,
yet a review is in order. In March, Professor
. Denne's class, English 2150, attended a per-
formance of this play at the Jean Cocteau
Repertory Theater (on the Bowery at Bond
Street).
The Importance of Being Earnest is a
comedy, as the constant laughter from the
audience demonstrated. The story concerns
the love relationships of two couples in
London who are victims of similar cir-
cumstances. The ladies love the men mainly
for their phony names. Both men have
claimed that they were christened
"Ernest." When the two women, ad-
mirably portrayed by Margaret Dulaney
and Stephanie Lett, respectively, discover
that they have been lied to. comical chaos
ensues.
In addition to the humor of the plot,
- -. there is tfte-deligfttftH--S8EQSIR-o( Lad¥-
Bracknelt, a most -domineering and ar-
rogant individual, who pontificates at
length and is never at a loss for words. She
I
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NAPLES RESEARCH
&. COUNSELING CENTER
(813) 775-4500
24-:Hour Assistance
1 (800) 722.Q100 .Outside Flori~
forced to leave prematurely in the absence
of a suitable chaperone. The trouble starts
when upon Jack's insistence, Charley
dresses up as a woman and pretends to be
Donna Lucia.
This course of action leads to many
predictable and some funny, improbable
developments. We can foresee the slapstick
of Charley playing a woman while the love
of his life is present, but Charley in drag be-
ing chased, sometimes literally, by not one
but two suitors? Yes, and as a matter of
fact, some of the best acting is done by one
of the gold-digging wooers, Steven Spet-
tigue (Jonathan Harris). The comedy inten-
sifies when unknown to Charley, the real
Donna Lucia arrives and figures out what is
going on.
Without a doubt, Elvira Tortora has the
honor of the best singing voice as well as the
most dominating stage presence. She sings
beautifully, and when on stage demands the
audience's attention. One has to believe
that she has great potential in theatre.
IromcalfyJ. Green is-more etedible- an actor
while playing his aunt than while he is the
straight-laced Charley. A performer whom
I would have liked to see more of is Jefferey
or Toll Free
• Call for a complimentary copy of our newest publication. "A Mini-Guide
to Food Addiction."
• Call for complete confidential information on our residential treatment
program or insurance approval.
---
FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA • COMPUlSIVE OVEREATING
Are You Suffering From Any Three ofThe Following:
o Binge on high calorie food.
o Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating).
o Constant attempts at dieting.
o Frequent weight fluctuations.
o Eating to discomfort.
o Use of laxatives or diuretics
NAPLES RESEARCH s, COUNSELING CENTER
··n.,""'ion 's most compr~1wnsiwsystnn for th~ trHl"w'" of IUldictiw disordns...
1001 Tamlaml Trail South· NapIn. Florida 33M2
&~ J C.A H. acerecJrted
. ~. Membet of the Ame',an Hosortal AsSOC..ltOft
An ....I..t. of WILMAC Health care.. p.,Inera 1ft Femoly Prog'ess
• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation.
• Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment.
• 24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support.
• ModernResidential Setting. • Special FamilizationProgram.
• Individual and Group Therapy.
• Covered by Most Insurance Plans.
Theatre at Baruch.
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Visit Any 01Our CenIers
And see For Yourself Why
we....The Oiffefence
TEST PREPARATION SPEC1AL1STS
SINCE 1938
caea Days. EveningS & weekends
131 ...... StreeI
I.Y.C.1'"
(8eIMen 6 &7 Aves.)
212-177-8200
Pemwnent Centers InMore Than
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For InIormIIion About Other Centers
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Since Baruch is a business school, there
are not nearly enough cultural events that
take place during the school year. One of
the . few was the recent production of
Where's Charley? Presented jointly by the
departments of Music and Speech, the
musical (based on Brandon Thomas's
Charley's Aunt, with music and lyrics by
Frank Loesser and book by George Abbott),
played at the school auditorium between
March 27th and 30th.
The performers were both current
students and members of the Baruch Col-
lege Stock Company, a company made up
of ex-Baruch students who participated in
theatrical activities while here.
Where's Charley? is a musical farce set in
the Oxford University of 1892, with all of
the action taking place during the June
commencement period. We find Charley
(peter Green) and his roommate Jack (Mar-
tin Kugler) awaitin.s ~ _wrival of Donna
Lucia D'Alvadorez - (Elvira Tortora),
Charley's wealthy, and as of yet, unac-
quainted.aunt Her surprise ddaf~n~_
the two boys with a·problem-·whois.go-.-
ing to chaperone the dates the two have
planned for the afternoon? After all, this is
Victorian England and the girls would be
·f
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-Eric /Cull
leaves him.
This throws Darryl into a slump and no
matter what his friends do, he stays down in
the dumps. Attempts to bring him back to
the slugger he was include introducing him
to other women, having someone pose as
Debby, and Darryl following Debby.
Everything fails until Debby talks to Darryl
and attends the World Series game he's in.
This causes everything to turn around for
Darryl.
This movie is a must see. Simon creates a
situation that we can an identify with. The
humor created by it keeps you smiling and
laughing from start to finish. O'Keefe is
perfect for the role of the Atlanta Braves
slugger who finally finds out that there is
more to hitting homeruns than just being in
love. DeMornay is also perfect as the striv-
ing rock singer who has the courage to leave
her husband, yet still root for him and love
him in the typical Simon style.
All one is left with is a good feeling and a
big smile after seeing this movie. This movie
is just another stepping stone for Simon.
It's great. See it.
• • •
riding is beautiful to watch and there are
many thrilling displays of it.
Overall, the film is boring. Take the kids
to it. They'll really enjoy it. Otherwise, save
the five dollars.
Congratulations, Neil Simon, you've
done it again. The Odd Couple was superb.
The Sunshine Boys was funny. Seems Like
Old Times was amusing. The Slugger's
Wife is very enjoyable and is a must-see for
Simon fans.
I Simon has again written a story of the
fa mismatched couple. Michael O'Keefe por-
K trays Darryl Palmert an Atlanta Braves5 slugger whose homeruns are inspired by his
~ wife, Debby Palmer (Rebecca DeMomay),
iii who is a rock singer.
~ Unfortunately, there are many problems8 that come between Debby and Darryl. For
starters, Darryl wants Debby to attend all
his games for inspiration, and when she at-
tends, Darryl slams tern out of the park.
The problem is that Debby doesn't want to
be tied down to the ballpark. Debby wants
to pursue her singing career and Darryl
doesn't want her to. Eventually, Darryl's
attempts to tie Debby down fail and Debby
The Ticker
who is her boyfriend and wants to marry
her.
However, Charlie finally gets Foster to
help her train Sylvester. Charlie beats the
state and retains custody of her brothers
and comes to terms with Matt. Naturally,
Charlie and Foster train Sylvester well
enough to not only qualify for the Rolex
Kentucky International Three Day event in
Lexington, but win it as well.
Come on Columbia Pictures. Is this the
best you can do? This story is too old
already. Gilbert is lousy as the sixteen-year-
old Texan who makes it to the top. She
belongs back on the Prairie. A few acting
lessons would be good too. The plot not
only drags on, but it becomes so predictable
that you want to barf. All that can be said
for Schoeffling is dull, dull, and dull.
Farnsworth saves the picture from being a
complete flop. His stern, stubborn, and
hardheaded portrayal of Foster is good and
certainly adds a little life to this otherwise
dead film. The only other bright spot in this
- ftbrr isvthe horseback riding. The horse
WeB t tile ...... aood ..,WIlY•••
April 23, 1985
Movies: Jes' Horsing Around
To be tutored
or to tutor
Qualified students
can earn
hourly wage to tutor
FREE TUTORING
Call 725-3377
First there was Rocky, and Rocky was
pretty good. Then there was Flashdance,
and Flashdance was pretty good. Then
there was the Karate Kid, and that was okay
too. Now there's Sylvester, and Sylvester is
pretty bad.
Charlene Railsberg (Melissa Gilbert),
who is called Charlie, is a sixteen-year-old
who works at a West Texas stockyard. She
lives with her two orphaned brothers. Her
one dream is to train and ride a horse for
Olympic competition.
One day an ex-rodeo horse comes to the
stockyards to be. broken. Although the
horse has an untamed and wild spirit,
Charlie soon breaks him. She realizes that
this is the horse to train for the Olympics.
Charlie names him Sylvester Stallone.
Charlie asks her stubborn and bard!ead-
ed manager John Foster (Richard Farns-
worth) to help train Sylvester. Foster's
refusal to help isn't the only trouble Charlie
runs into. The state tries to get custody of
Charlie's brothers. She must fight the state.
Then there Is--.hatf (Micfiael Sch6efflfng)
"
START YOUR CAREER
NOW
April 23, 1915
Earn money and work on
fortune 500 Companies'
marketing programs on cam-
pus. Part-time (flexible) hours
each week. We give
references. Call
1-800-243-6679.
1986-GRADUATES
THURS. MA Y2 AND 16
PLACEMENT PROCESS
AND RESUME WRITING
THE CAREER PLANNING·
ORIENTATION TO RECRUITING
3RD FLOOR 135 EAST 22ND ST.
WHO WANT A HEAD START WITH
CAREER DA Y - THURS. APRIL 25,
1 P.M. TO 4 P.M.
12:45 P.M. ROOM 4 NORTH 17 LEX.
DATES TO REMEMBER-FOR THOSE
Creating useful products
and services for you.
Of course, theres just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?
TEXAS.
INSTRUMENTS
Tbe Ticker
operations, or service questions,
call us Mondav thru Fridav
J ,
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct vou to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near YOU, we'll do it all
hy mail. .
EveryTI calculatorcomeswith
one extranumber,
1-800-TI-CARES
When you buv a Texas
Instruments calculator vou
don't just buy a calcula;or, vou
buy Texas In~trun1ents' co~­
mitment to quality.
It's a commitment hacked
by a fully developed service ~
network that includes the
above toll- free number vou can
call from anyplace in th~
United States.
If you have any applications,
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In Concert: Purple Passion and a Reggae Sunsplash
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-Ltlu1V NocDito
and the Police. The guys in the band speak
highly of Stevie Wonder as someone they
really enjoy working with. And contrary to
what some people might think, Third
World does not mind when Ainerican or
English bands (i.e. the Police) play so-
called reggae music. They believe that even
if it's not real reggae, those bands are still
helping to promote and expose reggae
music to the people who may eventually
help all reggae artists.
In America, Third World bas appeared
on Rock Concert, Soul Train and SCTV.
Exposure is important for them since they
want their music to reach everyone. Third
World denies that they are "selling out"
when they are questioned about the change
in their styles of music on the new album.
Just because all of the songs aren't straight
reggae, critics will start the "uh oh ... they
gave up their roots for capitalism" routine.
Third World wants to reach everyone and if
that means including more pop oriented
music and even a rap song on the latest
album, so be it. Besides, since they-happen
to sound great on this album in every style,
why shouldn't they try a new sound? A
quick listen to "Sense of Purpose" and
"Try Jah Love" will convince even a skep-
tic that Third World knows what they're
doing.
majority of the songs on the record. Side
two continues with the motif of love that
Clapton began on the previous side. "Never
Make You Cry"is a 'beautiful ballad in the
vein of "Wonderful Tonight" from
Slowhand. But this declaration of love is
much more powerful than any other song
that Clapton has written. "I'll never make
you cry, I'll never even say goodbye/Can't
you see it in IJJY eyes, I'm yours till the day I
die. " What more powerful words can bind
two lovers? The last Song of the lp, the title
track, is a duet with Clapton on vocals and
guitar and PM Collins playing the syn-
thesizer. It is a nice little song that sums up
the love theme.
In the song "It AIl Depends," Clapton
admits that he is a modern man with an old-
fashioned heart. The lyrics on the album
prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that
Clapton still believes in love. The guitar
playing that he engages in proves that he is
still the master of guitar, unchallenged by
any modern performer. And the mixing of
the guitar with the modem synthesizer and
heavy percussion sounds is proof that Clap-
ton is a modem man, while sticking to the
blues roots that first· brought him to the
public's attention. Supported by such
talented musicians as Phil Collins," Ray
Cooper, . Donald. "Duck" Dunn, Chris
Stainton, and many others" Clapton proves
that he still possesses the capacity to make
an album that can be loved by lovers of
rock 'n' roll, rhythm and blues, and the
blues. I recommend Behind The Sun for
any of these music listeners. You might be
surprised to hear the talent that one man
has.
=
-
Third World: They now ....t tile)' Me ......
Reggae music invaded the New York area
recently when the U Reggae Sunsplash
USA" carne to town. Radio City Music
Hall, the Calderone Concert Hall, and the
Capital Theater hosted the shows which
featured Dennis Brown, Gregory Isaacs,
Third' World, and Lloyd Parks & We the
People. The shows were billed as the "big-
gest reggae concerts in the world" and had
no trouble selling tickets.
Third World members say that they en-
joy touring in this fashion - with a group
of artists doing one big show. People from
the states usually have to go to Jamaica to
see a show of this caliber, but these groups
bring the show to the people. Third World
was undoubtedly a big reason why many
people came to see the shows. The band has
a new album out, Sense ofPurpose, with a
single by the same name climbing the
charts.
Together since 1973, the six members of
Third World claim they like New York and
love traveling around the world. One of the
high points of their career was the Africa
tour of 1982, during which they also trav-
eled to Japan. On the new album there is a
song entitled "Girl from Hiroshima" which
is about a real girl who the band met while
on tour there.
In the United States, Third World has
shared concert billings' with artists such as
Bob Marley, Stevie Wonder, Quincy Jones
The album, produced by Phil Collins,
features a mix of Clapton originals along
with several choice covers. It clearly shows
his talents as a writer, singer, and player,
'and is his best solo effort since
Slowhand. From the opening song till
. the end it is evident that the message on this
album is love. And Clapton lays down the
tracks with virtuoso guitar playing that can
only come from a man who dearly must
love what he is doing.
The opening tune, "She's Waiting," is a
foot stomping rocker dominated by the syn-
thesizers and a heavy back beat provided by
percussionist Ray Cooper. The end of the
song is an interesting contrast of vocals
singing a cappella along with the drum
beating of Phil Collins. "Same Old Blues"
is an eight minute testimony to the fact that
no other white guitarist can play the blues
with the feeling that Eric Clapton can. The
guitar solos in this song truly reflect the
feeling and emotion of a performer who
knows -how to talk through his instrument.
From the blues tune Clapton moves into a
danceable rhythm &. blues cover, "Knock
on Wood." Only an adroit performer like
Clapton can move from the blues to r&b to
mainstream rock 'n' roll'. Side one closes
with "Something's Happening," with ad-
ditonal rhythm guitar provided by Lindsey
Buckingham of Fleetwood Mac. This tune
is dominated by the sounds of synthesizers,
drums, tambourine and shaker, but Clap-
ton's guitar breaks add the vital ingredient
that makes the song really enjoyable to
listen to.
Side two opens with the single from the
album, "Forever Man." The backgroul1d
vocals on this song are provided,by Marcy
Levy, who supplies the background for the
blues artists as Robert Johnson, Muddy
Waters, and Albert King. His guitar exper-
tise was only rivaled by Jimi Hendrix. After
Cream broke up in 1968, Clapton went on
to form the short-lived Blind Faith with
Steve Windwood, and 1970 saw him playing
white rhythm and blues with Delaney &
Bonnie. After: their tour, Clapton formed
Derek and the Dominos. Their premier
Album, Lay/a, is probably the greatest
rock and roll album ever released. Clap-
ton's bluesy rumbling leads segueing into
Duane Allman's lightning guitar play-
ing will never be outdone. The sessions
proved that Clapton still remained the most
innovative and dynamic guitarist. "Layla,"
the title track, went on to become a rock
and roll classic, and clearly demonstrates
Eric Clapton's capability.
The years immediately following the suc-
cess of Derek and the Dominos were mark-
ed by Clapton's semi-retirement. If wasn't
until four years later that he produced .his
first solo album, 461 Ocean Boulevard.
The album showed that Clapton could still
play the guitar if he so desired. The six
other solo albums that _were to follow fur-
ther proved that Clapton could still play
rock and roll, just in less of a superstar-
circus environment, without all, the
pressures of playing up to the graffiti on the
walls in the sixties that declared "Clapton is
G_d."
This brings us up to Clapton's most re-
cent accomplishment, Behind The Sun.
-'Marie A. Peluso
flew aimlessly throughout the rest of the
show. When he told us of his "Nikki" he
threw a lace undergarment, found on the
stage's platform steps, into the maddened
crowd.
From 1999, the album prior to Purple
Rain, he sang of his "Little Red Corvette,"
being "Delirious," and "Let's Pretend
We're Married," to name a few. These
mingled with new material in. a medley.
Prince is noted for trying out new stuff on
his audiences during concerts to get their
reaction. The same held true on this night.
Popular songs were backed with fresh ar-
rivals, causing his audience to sit down and
listen.
There is a rumor that Prince will be retir-
ing, so this night marked his last New York
appearance (which was followed only by an
Easter Sunday show in Florida). The two-
and-a-half hour show exploded with
Prince's twisted, non-lucid lyrics and erotic
movements. His second and seemingly last
encore was "Purple Rain," after which the
,houselights Came on, despite 'the thousands
of glowing lighters, and the crowd started
filing out. Within 10 minutes or so, music
"wss·-nearct- from -outside -and-fans dashed
back into the Coliseum where their prodigy
rocked for approximately 15 more minutes.
The man was ELECfRIC and the night
HOT, as his purple reign was not too easily
released from his clutches. He left his
followers not quite saturated within his
romantic purple mist. I myself was com-
pletely in purple.
Eric Clapton's BackFocus:
"Dearly beloved, we're .gathered here to- __
day 2 get through this thing called life. Elec-
tric word life. It means forever and that's a
mighty long time. But I'm here to tell you,
there's something more...."
Through a thick purple haze he emerged.
As he began to tell his followers of his
pathway through liCe with "Let's Go
Oazy," the people did just that. Between
splits and jumps, outrageous gestures and
frenzied screams, the man was ELECfRIC
himself that night. Bursting with pulsating
energy, he is the "king" of punk/funk, he
is, PRINCE.
The night was last March 23. Nassau Col-
iseum welcomed Prince and the Revolution
to New York for their last of four ap-
pearances. uWear Something Purple,"
read the tickets for the 1985 Purple Rain
World Tour, and most of his followers
acknowledged the request. While most
wore something purple, many wore nothing
but. Scattered throughout the violescent
crowd were those who adapted Prince's
Victorian dress, right down to the black
lace gloves and net-covered felt hats.
Prince's female counterpart, Sheila E.,
opened the"show, brin~lfg the audience~
especially the males, to a complete sizzle.
With timbales and lighted drum sticks, she
proceeded to captivate the crowd with her
remarkable solos, and Prince-induced sen-
suality.
Prince, dressed in costumes seen in last
summer's Purple Rain, performed each of
the album's songs. During "When Doves
Cry, " he released a dove in mid-air, which
Behind The Sun (Warner Bros.), Eric Cap-
ton
It's always a great thrill to listen to a new
album from an artist who was instrumental
in developing' the sounds of rock and roll in
the sixties. Without doubt, Eric "Slow-
hand" Clapton was one of the most in-
fluential and innovative musicians. His-new
album, Behind The Sun, is evidence that
Clapton remains active in today's music
scene while still sticking to the blues for-
mula that he helped popularize.
After brief stints with the Yardbirds and
John Mayall's Bluesbreakers, Clapton
formed his own group in 1966. Along with
Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker, Cream per-
formed loud, energetic 'blues-based songs.
Clapton drew his guitar licks from such
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October 1, 1932, in the third game of the World
Series, the Chicago Cubs' Charlie Root threw two quick
strikes past the most famous baseball player who ever lived.
And then the giant. Yankee they called "Babe" raised his
right arm and pointed to the farthest part of Wrigley Field.
Seconds later, Root's pitch was skyrocketed over that same
wall for one of the most famous homeruns in baseball history
- and another chapter in the Babe Ruth legend.
Last year, when we stormed into government in one of the
most dramatic elections in Baruch's history, we did so with
the promise that we would address problems ignored by
previous governments. For 7 years, as almost 1 of 2 students
dropped out before 4 years while budget cutbacks forced the
school to reduce funding for tutoring and other much needed
programs, past student governments did nothing. As large
percentages of students, as high as 50070 in some cases failed
courses such as Math 2005, Accounting 1101 and Finance
2600, still the previous student governments did nothing.
Last year, we promised that with your support, student
governments inactivity on academic issues would stop. In one
year, we've been able to do what past governments could not
do in almost a decade - use your student activity fees to help
you pass courses, graduate in 4 years and land a job. In just
our first year" we've become the first student government
ever to implement a free, student-run tutoring program. To-
day, if you need help in any class, you can get it without delay
- free of charge. And if you're doing great in a course, we'll
pay you to help someone who's not doing so hot. So far,
we've helped over 100 students. Next year we'll expand it and
help many more .
In addition to implementing programs on our own, we've
also worked closely with the administration to address other
problems, because we realize that a better college requires
strong cooperation between students and administrators. By
speaking in front of the Board of Trustees of CUNY, we were
able to draw attention to and force a change in the unfair
method of grading English courses at Baruch. In the past if
you were doing passing work in an English course you'd
automatically received an "F" if you failed the WAT test.
Imagine - all semester long you've been doing "A" work
and because of one test, you receive an "F." Starting next
year, that will change. Instead of an "F", you'll get an "R"
so that although you.'Il still have to repeat the course, your
GPA, at least, won't be affected. We've also worked with the
administration to find a professional, reliable vendor who
won't default on payments like the last one did. Next year,
we'll work with the administration to tackle other problems,
such as the inadequate number of personnel in the career
placement center, and the poor state of our lounges.
These are just a few of the things we've done in just one
year. We've also expanded free legal services to handle cases
that carryover past the academic year. In the past, if your
case went on after school closed, you had to pay the rest of
the expenses. This year, you won't - we will, because we
realize that your problems don't end just because school
does. In the days to follow, you'll be hearing lots more about
what we've done and what we plan to do. We've got a lot to
say because we're proud of what we've been able to ac-
complish. With your support again, we'll do even more next
year. WE PROMISE.
DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT-WE'RE WORKING
